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ARYS™ me
Getting better. Everyday.

What is ARYS™ me?
Thanks to the intelligent tracker with integrated
sensors, ARYS™ me offers the possibility to follow all
your day-by-day arm movements. Each handshake
starts to be a part of your daily therapy.
The data collected are sent to the Smartphone App
and are converted to therapy-relevant information.
Every day advancements are shown by the Tree of
Recovery™ in an easy to understand form in the App.

ARYS™ me reminders alerts you discretely in
case of lack of activity of your paretic arm
The individual daily targets of ARYS™ me spurs
you for small extra efforts every day
Celebrate your success – ARYS™ me shows you
in a playful way the progress you made already

How does the Tree of Recovery™ work?
As a wounded tree properly treated grows its branches back and blooms
again, so can our brain build new connections to regain supposedly lost
functions. With every arm activity you collect
water credits in order to tend your Tree of
Recovery™. The growth and blooming of
the tree are the result of your effort
and your progress.

Train at your speed!
ARYS™ me never pushes you too hard. It learns
from you everyday and sets new realistic targets
based on your performance. You’ll have the
motivation you need to go a little further every day.

Stay on track.
See your progress when
and where you want on the App or on the
tracker itself.
The LED status bar
on the tracker shows
you your intermediate
result with regard to
your daily target.

Discreet assistant.
ARYS™ me monitors your
activity throughout the
day and discretely
alerts you when it
is time to move your
arm. All reminders
will be shown in the
App too.

Track your progress!

Display your progress in
weekly or monthly view.
Look back and see your
achievements.
Celebrating your successes
will make it easier going
further.
We help you to achieve
your goals while staying
motivated.

Order now on

www.ybandtherapy.com/shop

Manufacturer
yband therapy AG
Laufenstrasse 66
4053 Basel, Switzerland
+41 61 515 64 80
info@ybandtherapy.com
www.ybandtherapy.com
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ARYS™ me has been developed in close collaboration with leading neurologists and therapists in the field of neurorehabilitation.
ARYS™ me has been designed and manufactured according to the applicable standards. The tracker is protected against splash water.

